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1. Executive summary 
 

In this submission, I am not focusing on why governments around the globe 

should isolate and dismiss the I.R. Regime, as I believe it is now as obvious as 

the sun in the clear daylight sky.  

It is now a time to picture the world without the I.R. regime. A better and 

more peaceful planet to live on. And in this new world, there are huge 

benefits for all countries, especially Australia. 

 

2. About Me 
 

I am a member of Woman-Life-Freedom movement in Australia who worked on 

many initiatives such as Senate and House petitions (EN4559). I moved to 

Australia 10 years ago and am an Australian citizen. 

 

3. Imagine the world without I.R. Regime 
 

a. Human rights will be respected 

I. Woman's rights: No forced hijab, Equal rights to men.  

II. Ethnic group rights: all ethnic groups and tribes will be respected 

III. Religious freedom: everyone can follow what they believe as far 

as they don't impose their beliefs on others 

IV. Kids will be kids: no prosecution, jail, abuse, rape, or forced 

marriage.  

V. Freedom of opinion: no one goes to jail or is sentenced to death 

for expressing opinions and political views. 

VI. LGBTQ+ rights would be respected 
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b. One piece of the global thread triangle will be removed 

China, Russia, and Iran formed a global alliance, threatening global 

peace and security. With one piece of the triangle gone, the world 

would be a much safer place to live. One example is the recent cyber 

attacks on Australian businesses and government platforms and Iranian 

military drones in the Ukraine war.  

 

c. Middle-east would be a much safer place, so the world becomes a 

better place  

The geopolitical region of the middle-east plays an important role in 

global peace, economy, and stability. Iran is now a huge threat in the 

region. A democratic government would be the guardian of the region, 

not a threat. That would result in a more stable oil price, impacting 

many countries' economies. 

 

d. Countries' budgets can be shifted from military to economy and 

investment 

Because of I.R. threats, many countries in the region and around the 

globe make huge investments in military expansion. Removing such a 

threat would shift tax-payers money into more productive investments 

that would benefit not just the residents of each country but also a big 

contributor to the global economy and safety.  

 

e. Global warming and air pollution would be reduced 
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Currently, the I.R. regime is a big contributor to global warming and air 

pollution by using and producing low-quality fuels for power plants, 

factories, and cars. This will impact all countries around the world.  

 

f. Animals' rights would be respected 

Under the I.R. regime, many rare species are on the brink of extinction. 

Too many dogs were brutally killed, and it is also illegal to have dogs 

and cats as pets.  

 

g. Human civilisation would be preserved 

I.R. regime is systematically changing ancient Persian history, with no 

proper care and attention to historical sites and heritage. Persian 

civilisation, as one the rare ancient empires, developed by the first 

human right charter in the world. This culture belongs to the world and 

can not be guarded under I.R. regime's rusty ideologies and barbaric 

behaviours.  

 

4. How Australia can benefit 
 

Australia and Iran are both losing too many opportunities under the I.R. 

regime. This includes but is not limited to: 

a. The huge Export market for Australian producers, especially for Wine, 

Wool, Coal, Frozen beef, cotton, wood, and seafood industry. 

b. Access to cheap resources and workers. Many Australian companies 

can produce their products using cheap resources and workers in Iran 

for a more competitive price in global markets, shifting from China to 

Iran.  
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c. Huge opportunities for mutual investments, as both countries have lots 

of opportunities for investment in new markets, technologies, and 

start-ups. 

d. Huge opportunity for Australian mine companies to engage in the vast 

Iranian mines and resources market. 

e. Great academic opportunities would emerge as many students and 

universities are interested in working with high-end Australian 

universities. 

f. There are huge opportunities for the tourism industry, as both 

countries can attract tourists.  

g. Safer Australians and a more productive Iranian community in 

Australia, as the threat to our safety and security, would be eliminated.  

h. In a safe and free Iran, fewer or no refugees come to Australia from 

Iran and probably surrounding countries, resulting in less cost for 

Australian taxpayers; however, immigration through skilled workers, 

work and holiday, or business investment could be strengthened.  

 

5. Recommendations and Requesting Actions  
 

Support the Iranian revolution by isolating I.R. Regime representatives in 

Australia and all international platforms. 

This could be achieved through our requests as reflected in the Senate and 

House petitions (EN4559), which are also supported by more than 55k 

signatures and includes but are not limited to: 

1. Expel the Islamic Republic ambassador and anyone with a close 

connection to I.R. Government. 
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2. Enact Magnitsky-style sanctions against key actors and members of the 

Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and the Islamic regime 

oligarchs similar to the Russian oligarchs (March 2022). 

3. Immediately banish the ambassadors or other representatives of the 

Iran's Islamic regime in Australia, serving either within embassies or 

international institutions, personae non grata and order their removal 

from Australia in protest to the illegal and inhumane treatment of 

protesters in Iran.  

4. Impose sanctions on IRGC and the I.R. government and cut all ties with 

the brutal terrorist regime.  

5. Ensure measures are placed to avoid Taxpayers' Money is used to 

support the brutality of I.R. Government activities, including money 

invested in Australia by the individuals connected to Iranian officials. 

6. Deport or revoke the citizenship of Islamic regime oligarchs and their 

children and grandchildren in Australia.  

7. Refrain from issuing visas to persons connected to the Islamic Regime, 

including but not limited to the children and grandchildren of Islamic 

regime officials. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

Support the Iranian revolution by isolating I.R. Regime representatives in 

Australia and all international platforms. The benefits of removing the I.R. 

Regime from power are global, and Australia can take huge advantage of such 

change in Iran.  
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